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Redistricting is the process by which the boundaries of each state’s legislative and
congressional districts are redrawn decennially to reflect shifts in population. It effects the
supply of voters, who participates, the level of competition, and ultimately whose issues get
represented. Political gerrymandering is manipulating these districts in favor of one political
party over another1. In 2018, a federal court struck down North Carolina’s congressional
districts as unconstitutional because Republicans were seeking political advantage2. Federal
courts have also ruled against Republicans in Wisconsin and Democrats in Maryland for
invidious political gerrymandering.
Racial gerrymandering is manipulating districts to increase or reduce the representation of a
minority population3. Racially gerrymandered, Majority Minority Districts, came to be with the
passage of the Voting Rights Act of 19654. The Supreme Court’s invalidation of Section 5 or the
preclearance provision of the Voting Rights Act which forced all ‘bad actors’ to submit
redistricting plans to the Department of Justice for review has eliminated an important tool in
ensuring descriptive representation5. Descriptive representation is associated with more
substantive representation and greater policy responsiveness6. It is intended to ensure blacks
have access to the distribution system and has been shown to have positive effects on black
turnout7. This is important because even with preclearance 41 percent of blacks vote for losing
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candidates in local, state, and federal elections8. Some scholars disagree suggesting black
turnout is correlated with the size of the black population within a district and not descriptive
representation9.
Majority Minority Districts are unique in that both political parties manipulate the black
population within to their political advantage10. Based on the assumption that blacks, like other
groups, want and are entitled to responsive and not necessarily descriptive representation,
political scientist should take a second look at the externalities surrounding racial
gerrymandering. A large number of black districts are packed well beyond what is needed to
elect a black representative11. Some scholars have suggested that black districts need only be
packed to a maximum of 47 percent black voting age population to ensure descriptive
representation12. Assuming that responsive representation is the goal, if an over-packed district
is divided correctly one district could ensure descriptive representation (47-50) and a second
district, now with a significant black voting bloc (25-30), would force elected officials to be
more responsive. Therefore increasing overall representation.
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In Alabama, black districts, have been used to box-out white Democrats and reduce black
representation. More Democrats cast ballots for Doug Jones in Alabama’s U.S. Senate election,
than there are people in Terri Sewell’s Congressional District13. Over half a million whites voted
Democrat in the special election yet white Democrats are 0.05 percent of the Alabama
legislature14. Blacks, roughly 30 percent of the population, represent 14 percent of the
congressional delegation and 23 percent of the state legislature15. The data shows redistricting
has major implications for representative democracy and that in some states there is no
difference between partisan and racial gerrymandering.
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